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'aspice (namque omnem, quae nunc obducta tuenti 

mortalis hebetat uisus tibi et umida circum    605 

caligat, nubem eripiam; tu ne qua parentis 

iussa time neu praeceptis parere recusa): 

hic, ubi disiectas moles auulsaque saxis 

saxa uides, mixtoque undantem puluere fumum, 

Neptunus muros magnoque emota tridenti    610 

fundamenta quatit totamque a sedibus urbem 

emit. hic Iuno Scaeas saeuissima portas 

prima tenet sociumque furens a nauibus agmen 

ferro accincta uocat. 

iam summas arces Tritonia, respice, Pallas    615 

insedit nimbo effulgens et Gorgone saeua. 

ipse pater Danais animos uirisque secundas 

sufficit, ipse deos in Dardana suscitat arma. 

eripe, nate, fugam finemque impone labori; 

nusquam abero et tutum patrio te limine sistam.'   620 

dixerat et spissis noctis se condidt umbris. 

apparent dirae facies inimicaque Troiae 

numina magna deum. 

 

Virgil Aeneid 2.604-23 

 

"Now look! for I shall wrest away all the dank and gloomy mist surrounding you which veils 

and dulls your mortal vision. You must not fear a mother's command, nor decline to obey her 

bidding. There, where you see masses of masonry scattered, stones wrenched from stones, 

and smoke and dust billowing upwards together, there Neptune himself is at work shattering 

the walls and the foundations dislodged by his mighty trident, and tearing the whole city 

from its site. Over there stands Juno most furious in the van before the Scaean Gates, and 

with her sword at her side and violence in her heart she is calling the marching ranks of her 

friends from the Greek ships. Look round! On the citadel's height sits Tritonian Pallas, light 

glaring from her garment of cloud and the merciless Gorgon-head on her breast. Even the 

Supreme Father gives renewed courage , strength and victory to the Greeks, and inspires the 

gods themselves to fight against the arms of Troy. Son, make your escape and flee. Put an 

end to the striving. I will be near you everywhere, and set you safe at your father's door." She 



finished and then vanished into the dense shadows of the night. And there were revealed, 

oh, shapes of dread, the powers of gods not friendly to my Troy. 

 

W.F. Jackson Knight 

 

The Problem 

 

The translator has to catch the drama: aspice, followed by hic 608, hic 612, iam . . . respice 

615, 'now look behind you', then ipse pater . . . ipse, the Father himself rousing the gods to 

attack the Trojan defences, leading to the climax in apparent 622). 

 

He has to be alert to characterisation and tone of voice: tu ne quo parentis iussa time 608-9 

is the reassuring mother, but Venus makes it quite clear instantly that she means to be 

obeyed neu praeceptis parere recusa. Then, in 619, she puts Aeneas in his place, addressing 

him as nate when ordering him to save his life, knowing that he will not take kindly to the 

idea. Eripe . . . fugam, she says, not just 'take flight' but 'snatch it' which of course is not 

English. She ends by promising not to leave her son's side till she sees him safely to the 

threshold of his father's house, and here the translator has to catch the note of mingled 

love, concern and reassurance while remembering that Anchises had been her lover, that 

she is keeping the family together, that the family is the gens lulia and this is its epic. 

 

And always the translator has to keep an eagle eye on the detail: What precisely is Neptune 

doing in 610-2? According to Jackson Knight he has dislodged the foundations and is now 

shattering the walls. In Day Lewis, as we shall see he is goring and tossing them. Fitzgerald is 

shaking them from their beds, undermining them, after having pried them up. Sisson has 

him shaking the walls and waving his trident. 'To whom and for what purpose?' we ask in 

amazement, but none of the four versions makes convincing sense. Yet the Latin makes 

sense and is not difficult: he has already dislodged, loosened the foundations, and is now 

shaking the walls and foundations. He is after all the god of the earthquake and this is a 

clear description of demolition by earthquake. 

 

So our ideal translator has to honour the drama, the characterisation and the details, detail 

of course including every important poetic resource he can see and can do something 

about, sound effects, pauses within the line, the subtle register of Latin word order (take 

one example only: the long stretch from omnem to nubem brings before our eyes both the 

density and the immensity of the cloud that darkens Aeneas' mortal vision and English does 

not have this mode of eloquence. 

 

Something, however, can be done about all of these in English, but the translator of Virgil 

has often to concede defeat before he starts. The last seven words, for instance, are beyond 



all resource. What can English do with the dread faces (or appearances) and the mighty 

manifestations, hostile to Troy, of the gods? 

 

Jackson Knight (1956) 

 

It is the translator's wish 

to catch not just the fish 

but also the smallest minnow and her daughter – 

even the plankton and the water. 

 

Jackson Knight catches a lot of fish. There is more Virgil in his version than in any other but 

he has none of the plankton and none of the water. 'Decline to obey her bidding' preserves 

the shape of the Latin construction but no mother ever spoke to a son so pompously, 

certainly not Venus. The picture of Neptune shattering the walls suggests that he shatters 

them in a separate act of stone-breaking whereas the destruction described in 608-9 is 

caused simply by dislodging the foundations and shaking the walls till they fall. Juno is 

prima, so the faithful Jackson Knight puts her in the van. But she is not in any van. She was 

the first to capture the gates and she now stands by them or on top of them calling up the 

Greeks to sack the city. And the Greeks are not her friends. That is far too chummy. They are 

her allies. Then Jupiter is completely mishandled. He does not give renewed courage to the 

Greeks. That suggests they are flagging. Sufficit means that he makes sure their courage 

does not flag. Nor does he give them victory, not yet. This is an overtranslation of secundas 

and spoils the order of the narrative. Worst of all, what has happened to the first climax of 

this drama, ipse pater . . . ipse? 'Inspires the gods themselves' is a howler. Come back once 

more to characterisation. Eripe, nate, fugam, we saw was rich and difficult. 'Son, make your 

escape and flee' is typical of this version. Every word of the Latin has its equivalent and the 

total effect is frigid and implausible. So it is at the end with 'Oh . .. the giant powers of gods 

not friendly to my Troy'. An accurate translation which has none of the eloquence and 

poetic power of the original has committed the most heinous of all possible inaccuracies. 

 

C. Day Lewis (1952) 

 

Look! I shall wipe away the cloud which now occludes 

And dulls your mortal vision, even as you gaze, the dank mist 

Befogging you. Fear not to do whatever your mother 

Tells you, and willingly be guided by me. Now, look at 

That litter of masonry there, huge blocks, stone torn from stone, 

And the dust-laden smoke billowing up from the debris – 

It's Neptune's work: he gores and tosses with his great trident, 

The walls, the foundations, until the whole city is disembowelled. 

Look over there! At the Scaean gate, panoplied Juno 



Heads the shock-troops, and in a vindictive fury calls up 

Her allies from the ships. 

 

C. Day Lewis need not detain us. Although it was selected by R. D. Williams as the basis of 

his commentary on the Aeneid in English, it is unusable. Consider only the wild fluctuations 

in stylistic level. In one breath it plunges from sublimity to bathos, from a cloud occluding 

mortal vision to 'a mist befogging you'; then from 'fear not to do' to 'whatever your mother 

tells you'. The translator has to hear the tone of Venus' voice and try to reproduce it. This 

version seems not to try. Now look again at the demolition of the walls and find goring and 

tossing and disembowelling, none of them in Latin. Virgil was not fortunate enough to have 

the metaphors of the bull-ring at his disposal. The stylistic dislocations and the violent 

metaphors are typical of this version. It is sometimes praised for its liveliness and defended 

as a work of poetry. But its liveliness is only luridity and its only poetic features are the 

scattering of obsolete poetic diction and the unjustified right-hand margin. It takes the 

measured strength of Virgil and screws it up a notch here and there to make it more 

sensational. This is the worst thing about it, that it has no respect for the original. 

 

R. Fitzgerald (1983) 

 

'Look: where you see high masonry thrown down, 

800  Stone torn from stone, with billowing smoke and dust, 

Neptune is shaking from their beds the walls 

That his great trident pried up, undermining, 

Toppling the whole city down. And look: 

Juno in all her savagery holds 

805  The Scaean Gates, and raging in steel armour 

Calls her allied army from the ships. 

Up on the citadel-turn, look-Pallas Tritonia 

Couched in a stormcloud, lightening, with her Gorgon! 

The Father himself empowers the Danaans, 

810  Urges assaulting gods on the defenders. 

Away, child; put an end to toiling so. 

I shall be near, to see you safely home.' 

 

She hid herself in the deep gloom of night, 

And now the dire forms appeared to me 

815  Of great immortals, enemies of Troy. 

 

'It's no good, is it?' said Christopher Logue in the Times of Robert Fitzgerald's translation, 

now a King Penguin (1985). How shall we adjudicate? Fitzgerald has no ear and no 

eloquence. At 'undermining' he simply collapses under the weight of Virgil's syntax, but 



surely line after line sounds wrong and is therefore false to Virgil. Take but one of the 

miseries (at his line 808). How could anyone, even Pallas, hurl lightning from the couched 

position? The poets' union may argue that we should give Fitzgerald credit for writing in 

metre. But we should reply that this is not metre, but unmusical prose interspersed with 

iambs (or trochees 806) as they come to hand, and written out where possible in lines of ten 

syllables, give or take anything up to four (so 765 on the opposite page to this has six 

syllables: 807 has fourteen). But even with this degree of licence Fitzgerald has to enfeeble 

the utterance with padding like the last syllable of 811 or the last two syllables of 'I sing of 

warfare and a man at war', Once again apply the eloquence test. Read lines 809-12. The first 

two barely make sense. 'Away, child', and 'toiling so' are fustian, and 'see you safely home' 

is something else. It's no good, is it? And yet they rave about it in the critical dovecots – 'the 

best modern Aeneid' (New York Review of Books), 'extraordinary freshness and vitality' 

(Stephen Spender), 'this Aeneid, in its supple beauty and clarity, seems flawless' (Time), 'one 

of the most satisfying translations of our time' (Times Literary Supplement). What has gone 

wrong with our standards of literary judgement? Why do they write like this about such 

rubbish and why have classical scholars not joined Christopher Logue in droves to point out 

that the emperor has no clothes? 

 

C. H. Sisson (1986) 

 

'Look now – for I will whip away the cloud 

Which, drawn before your eyes like a blanket, 

Impedes mortal sight and bathes you in mist; 

Have no fear, do as your mother tells you, 

You should not refuse to follow her advice –  

Here, where you see huge buildings dismembered, 

Stones heaved out from among other stones, 

Billowing smoke and dust. Neptune is here, 

Shaking the walls and foundations, waving his trident 

And ripping the whole city from its seat. 

Here Juno who is cruellest of them all, 

Wearing her sword, stands at the Scaean gate 

And furiously calls her allies from the ships. 

Now look the other way: Tritonian Pallas 

Sits at the summit of the citadel, 

Ablaze with storm and with the Gorgon's head. 

The Father of the Gods gives the Greeks strength 

And courage to go with it, he himself 

Urges the gods to fight against the Dardans. 

Escape now quickly and have done with it. 

I will not leave you till I see you safe 



Before your father's house.' When she had spoken 

She hid herself where night was at its darkest. 

Terrible apparitions were before me, 

Emanations of gods hostile to Troy. 

 

C. H. Sisson is a poet with a high reputation. Is this poetry? The tired mixture of the blanket 

and the bathing raises doubts. 'Do as your mother tells you' belongs to the kindergarten, not 

the epic. And praeceptis are not 'advice'. Venus is giving orders. Now the demolition scene: 

auulsaque saxis saxa sounds like what it is, the tearing of stone from stone. That in Latin is 

magnificant and in English is plain and strong. But what about 'stones heaved out from 

among other stones'? The only virtue is that it has nine syllables which counts as a line in 

this metre. Readers need to be advised, however, that there is no poetic metre here. Sisson 

has just divided his translation into lines of ten syllables or thereabouts. Occasionally the 

words have music, as good prose has. But this is not to say it is poetic metre. Try it. Type it 

as prose and show it to your friends. It will never cross their minds that this is verse. We go 

to the end, the cruellest test, and find that a poet has thrown a detail away! How could a 

poet abandon 'threshold' at the end of Venus' speech? She promised to set him on the 

threshold, not before his father's house. This is gold and should not be slighted. Then we 

come to 'emanations'. But these are not emanations. Emanations are insubstantial. These, 

the inimica Troiae magna deum, are mighty presences and this is a pot boiler. 

 

Gavin Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld (1474?-1522) 

 

In judging translations we should always be generous, understanding and temperate. If this 

piece sometimes falls short of these ideals, the purpose is to stimulate readers of Omnibus 

to be on the look out for trash and to brand it as trash. We, in literary studies, have been, 

and are, too lenient with each other. Readers of Omnibus should set their sights a little 

higher, a little nearer Virgil. The Aeneid can be translated well. It has been, with eloquence 

and fire, but it's not in English: 

 

Quhar thir towris thou seis doun fall and sweye, 

And stane fra stane doun bet, and reik wprise, 

With stew, puldir, and dust mixt on this wise, 

Neptune the fundmentis of thir wallis hie, 

With his greit matok havand granis thre, 

Wndermyndis rond about the towne, 

Furth of the ground holkand the barmkin doune. 

 

David West is Professor of Latin at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne and strongly urges 

all readers of Omnibus to treat translators of the Aeneid with all possible forbearance and 

generosity. 


